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[1] High-speed solar wind streams (HSSs) are periods of persistently high solar wind, which emanate
from coronal holes and may recur with a frequency related to the solar rotation period of 27 days. On
arrival at the Earth’s magnetopause, such streams cause a series of events which ultimately lead to changes
in the ionospheric F layer. We present a superposed epoch analysis of parameters in the midlatitude
F2 layer for a collection of 124 high-speed solar wind streams which occurred between 1993 and 2006. Clear
changes in the critical frequency (foF2), density (NmF2), and height (hmF2) are found to occur after the
onset of magnetospheric convection associated with HSS arrival at the Earth’s magnetosphere. A fall
in foF2 occurs immediately following convection onset accompanied by a sudden decrease in NmF2 and an
increase in hmF2. During the events under study, the height of the F2 layer is found to increase by 20 km
at convection onset. A period of more than 4 days is required for the ionosphere to return to preevent
levels. This behavior is explained as the occurrence of ionospheric F region storms following HSS arrival.
The results raise the possibility of improved predictions for ionospheric parameters on the basis of
upstream solar wind conditions and prior identification of stream interfaces.
Citation: Denton, M. H., T. Ulich, and E. Turunen (2009), Modification of midlatitude ionospheric parameters in the F2 layer
by persistent high-speed solar wind streams, Space Weather, 7, S04006, doi:10.1029/2008SW000443.

1. Introduction
[2] A quasi-27-day periodicity in various atmospheric,
ionospheric, and magnetospheric parameters has previously been reported in numerous studies, some dating to
before the space age [e.g., Bartels, 1950; Langehesse, 1953;
Chkhetiya, 1975; Akasofu et al., 1988; Hapgood, 1993; Pancheva
et al., 1991; Bowman, 1996; Rich et al., 2003; Apostolov et al.,
2004; Hocke, 2008, and references therein]. The 27-day
solar rotation period is clearly connected with recurrent
periodicity in ionospheric disturbances. Features on the
Sun which cause ionospheric disturbances may produce
recurrent activity if the features themselves last for more
than a single solar rotation. High-speed solar wind streams
(HSSs) are one phenomena which fulfil this criterion. HSSs
evolve as a result of fast solar wind emitted from coronal
holes on the Sun. Such ‘‘fast’’ wind (>450 km s1) catches
up with preceding ‘‘slow’’ solar wind (300 km s1) and at
the interface between the two a ‘‘corotating interaction
region’’ (CIR) is formed. Thus, a single coronal hole which
persists for more than one solar rotation may produce
multiple CIRs and also multiple periods of fast solar wind.
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This results in upstream solar wind objects such as the
Earth encountering similar conditions in a repeatable
fashion every 27 days (or more frequently if more than
one coronal hole is present on the Sun). Figure 1 shows a
schematic of this process, with the typical regions and
magnetospheric responses given in Table 1 [after Borovsky
and Denton, 2009a]. It should also be noted that in the
literature researchers (including the present authors) have
previously used the terms ‘‘CIR’’ and ‘‘HSS’’ somewhat
interchangeably, referring to ‘‘CIR-driven’’ and/or ‘‘HSSdriven’’ storms or events. Strictly, the CIR which forms on
the leading edge of the HSS is a region that is of limited size
and duration (at Earth), and which marks the start of the
prolonged period of high solar wind speed. From the point
of view of the inner magnetosphere/ionosphere response,
it is the long duration (days) of this high-speed solar wind
which is the most salient feature of these types of events,
and hence ‘‘HSS event’’ is used in this study as the more
accurate descriptor.
[3] Work on HSS effects within the magnetosphere has
accelerated during the current solar cycle [Denton et al.,
2008; Kavanagh and Denton, 2007] with a review of HSSdriven storms presented by Tsurutani et al. [2006], and
detailed statistical analyses of HSSs being calculated by
McPherron and Weygand [2006] and McPherron et al. [2009].
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Figure 1. Schematic showing the structure of a typical
high-speed stream (HSS), including the embedded
corotating interaction region (CIR) [after Borovsky and
Denton, 2009b].
Borovsky and Denton [2009a] recently presented correlations
between relativistic electron dropouts at geosynchronous
orbit and the occurrence of plasmaspheric drainage plumes
and a superhot/superdense plasma sheet [Denton and
Borovsky, 2008, 2009], with EMIC wave interactions
proposed as the principal cause of relativistic electron
precipitation into the atmosphere [see also MacDonald et
al., 2008; Rodger et al., 2008; Sandanger et al., 2009; Summers
and Thorne, 2003]. With direct relation to the ionosphereplasmasphere system, Borovsky and Denton [2009b] have
produced a detailed explanation of plasmaspheric drainage
plume behavior during HSSs and carried out detailed
statistical analyses of plume evolution. Such ionospheric
material has direct implications for mass/energy coupling
of the solar wind to the magnetosphere [Borovsky and
Denton, 2006b]. For the lower thermosphere, Mlynczak et
al. [2008] report a 9-day periodicity in the infrared energy
budget of the thermosphere using data from SABER and
SEE instruments on the NASA/TIMED satellite. This
periodicity coincides with coronal holes (and associated
high-speed solar wind streams) which recur with 9-day
frequency [Temmer et al., 2007] and are particularly strong in
2002 -- 2006. An indication of broad density changes within
the Earth’s thermosphere in response to HSSs has been
noted by Lei et al. [2008] and Thayer et al. [2008] who detect
this same 9-day periodicity in thermospheric density using
accelerometer measurements from the CHAMP satellite
during 2005 and 2006.
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[4] In comparing and contrasting ‘‘geomagnetic disturbances’’ or ‘‘storms’’ driven by coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) with similar events driven by HSSs, it should be
noted that more attention is generally given to the former
since CMEs are events of shorter duration and they
generally cause the largest excursions in the Dst and Kp
indices. However, HSSs, simply because of their longer
duration, may actually impart an equivalent (or greater)
amount of energy into the Earth’s magnetosphere as do
CME-driven storms [Turner et al., 2006]. Indeed, HSSs are
known to be of greater importance than CMEs for certain
magnetospheric processes (e.g., radiation belt energization, plasma sheet temperature elevation). A general
comparison between CME-driven storms and HSS-driven
storms are given by Borovsky and Denton [2006a] while
Denton et al. [2006] compared and contrasted average
plasma sheet parameters at geosynchronous orbit during
each type of storm driver and Longden et al. [2008] compared and contrasted particle precipitation rates for CMEdriven and HSS-driven storms. In addition, Lindsay et al.
[1995] have previously compared HSSs and CMEs characteristics during solar cycle 21 using Pioneer Venus
Orbiter data while Watari [1997] used IMP-8 data to
describe the broad effects of high-speed streams within
the magnetosphere and emphasized the importance of the
Russell-McPherron effect [Russell and McPherron, 1973]
upon the coupling.
[5] Briefly, during its passage over the magnetosphere,
a typical HSS will induce phenomena including the
following: (1). Elevated solar wind speed lasting for many
days. (2) A pulse of elevated density on the leading edge of
the CIR. (3) Enhanced magnetospheric convection which
persists for many days. (4) Elevated heating and higher
density within the Earth’s plasma sheet. (5) The possible
dropout and recovery of radiation belt fluxes at geosynchronous orbit. (6) Enhanced wave-particle interactions in
the inner magnetosphere. (7) Enhanced particle precipitation in the auroral regions.
[6] In this report we aim to determine the average
response of parameters within the Earth’s midlatitude
ionosphere to this sequence of events and show that
because of their repeatable nature it is possible to predict
the broad response of the ionosphere on the basis of
parameters measured by upstream solar wind monitors
at the L1 point. It is hoped the work will allow inclusion of
such knowledge within current ionospheric models, and
hence improve predictions of ionospheric conditions.
Also, it is hoped the results will help stimulate more
accurate prediction of radio propagation effects during
high-speed solar wind streams.

2. Data Set and Statistical Analyses
[7] HSSs are repeatable phenomena (they recur if the
source region persists for more than a single solar rotation). In the current study, we perform superposed epoch
analysis of ionospheric data use the same list of 124 HSS
events that have successfully been used in studies of the
2 of 10
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Table 1. Summary of How of Geomagnetic Activity Responds During the Passage of a High-Speed Solar
Wind Streama
Solar Wind Properties

Geomagnetic Response

Slow solar wind
Start of CIR
Compressed slow solar wind
Stream interface
Compressed fast solar wind
End of CIR
Fast solar wind

‘‘Calm’’ occurs 70% of the time
End of calm period
Mild geomagnetic activity
‘‘Storm’’ onset and elevated geomagnetic activity
Elevated geomagnetic activity
Elevated geomagnetic activity
Geomagnetic activity declines over many days

a

Geomagnetic activities include, for example, magnetospheric convection.

magnetospheric response to HSSs [Denton et al., 2008,
Denton and Borovsky, 2008, 2009; Borovsky and Denton,
2009a, 2009b]. In brief, the list is constructed on the basis
of an initial list of CIR interfaces for 1993 -- 1996 provided
by R. McPherron (private communication, 2005). More
events were added by searching solar wind data for years
beyond 1996 and identifying typical signatures of HSSs
(e.g., E/W flow deflection followed by sustained elevated
solar wind speed). The final list of HSSs between 1993 and
2006, includes an ‘‘onset time’’ which is the time of
convection onset following the stream interface in the
solar wind. Convection onsets were initially detected
following a rise in the Kp index with the final onset time
at 30 min time resolution provided by reference to the
MBI (Midnight Boundary Index). Increases in Kp and MBI
have been shown to be highly correlated with convection
onsets [Thomsen, 2004]. It should be noted that events with
no discernable increase in convection following a HSS
identification in the solar wind are not included in the
study. Hence, this event selection corresponds solely to
events which are the most Russell-McPherron effective
[Russell and McPherron, 1973; McPherron et al., 2009].
[8] Figure 2 shows superposed epoch solar wind/magnetospheric parameters during the high-speed stream
events used in this study from two days prior to zero
epoch to four days after zero epoch (solar wind parameters are only included in the average for years beyond
1994). These data are taken from the high time resolution
(1-min) OMNI2 database [King and Papitashvili, 2005] with
associated other parameters. The red and blue lines indicate the upper and lower quartiles for the data, while the
black solid line and the black dashed line indicate the
mean and the median respectively. The gray region represents a spread of one standard deviation from the mean.
Typical signatures of high-speed streams are evident in
the plots which show the following:
[9] 1. A small decrease in the Dst index to around 20 nT
at zero epoch. The Dst index slowly increases during a
prolonged recovery period lasting days.
[10] 2. A sharp increase in magnetospheric convection at
zero epoch as shown by the sudden increase in the Kp
index and a decrease in the Midnight Boundary Index.
Such elevated convection persists for at least four days

while the ‘‘calm before the storm’’ [Clilverd et al., 1993;
Borovsky and Steinberg, 2006] is evinced by the extremely
low values of Kp prior to zero epoch.
[11] 3. An increase in the overall solar wind speed (V-SW)
and a west-to-east deflection in the y component of the
solar wind (VY-SW) around zero epoch.
[12] 4. An increase in the northern hemisphere Polar
Cap Index (PCI) indicating increased coupling between
the magnetosphere and the IMF [Troshichev et al., 1988].
[13] 5. An increase in the density of the solar wind (N-SW)
due to the interaction between fast and slow solar winds in
the CIR. The density peaks close to zero epoch, and falls to
preevent levels 1 day after zero epoch.
[14] 6. A brief negative turning in the southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field in GSM coordinates (Bz-GSM) close to zero epoch indicating that the
arrival of the HSSs being studied was accompanied by
southward IMF-Bz on average.
[15] 7. A nonvarying value of the F10.7 index indicating
little change in the ionising solar EUV flux throughout
events.
[16] To determine the effects of the events in Figure 2
upon ionospheric parameters, we perform a superposed
epoch analysis of ionosonde data, initially for a single
ionosonde station (Juliusruh, Germany; 54.6N, 13.4E).
The results of this analysis for the F2 layer critical frequency
(foF2) are shown in Figure 3. The colored traces plot the
individual ionosonde measurements (where available) for
the 124 events used in the analysis, while the solid black
line shows the mean value of foF2 (at one hour time
resolution), from eight days prior to zero epoch to sixteen
days beyond zero epoch (each HSS event is plotted a
different color). Data are simply binned according to
epoch time, and at this stage no attempt is made to further
remove the residual diurnal variation which remains
evident as a quasi-sinusoidal fluctuation. It is caused by
the domination of a few events with exceptionally low/
high values of foF2. It is evident that in addition to this
diurnal variation, there is also a step change in foF2 at the
point of zero epoch (onset of convection) where a significant
drop in this magnitude of this parameter occurs. During the
following few days foF2 recovers to its preepoch value. It is
clear that the arrival of HSSs and subsequent associated
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Figure 2. Superposed epoch plots of various solar wind, magnetospheric, and geophysical indices
during 124 high-speed solar wind streams between 1993 and 2006. The variation of these indices is
shown from 2 days prior to convection onset (zero epoch) to 4 days after convection onset. Typical
features of HSSs are evident, including an increase in solar wind speed close to zero epoch and
persistent high speed for a number of days. In addition, magnetic convection (Kp and MBI)
increases sharply and remain elevated for days. The thick black line is the mean, the thin black line
is the median, and the red and blue lines are the upper and lower quartiles of the data,
respectively. The gray bars indicate the region within one standard deviation of the mean for each
parameter.

effects within the magnetosphere produce a clear and
measurable effect in the ionosphere.
[17] The electron density at the F2 peak is directly
proportional to the square of the critical frequency of the
layer, namely,

by an empirical formula. A number of such formulae have
been developed over the years. The most fundamental
states that height of F2 (hmF2) is simply inversely
proportional to the maximum usable frequency factor
M(3000)F2, i.e., for heights in kilometers [Shimazaki, 1955]


NmF2 ¼ 1:24 1010 foF22 ;

hmF2 ¼ 1490=Mð3000ÞF2  176:

ð1Þ

where NmF2 is the number density at the F2 peak (in m3)
and foF2 is critical frequency at the F2 peak (in MHz)
[Piggott and Rawer, 1972]. The height of the F2 peak is
usually obtained from standard ionospheric parameters

ð2Þ

However, other authors noted that this formula is too
crude, because it neglects the effects of retardation of the
radio wave due to ionization below the F2 peak. Various
other formulae try to account for this, usually by adding a
correction term proportional to the ratio of critical
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Figure 3. The individual (colored) and mean (black) values of the frequency of the F2 peak (foF2)
measured at Juliusruh as a function of epoch time for 124 HSSs between 1993 and 2006 for 8 days
prior to zero epoch to 16 days after zero epoch (1-hour time resolution). The underlying sinusoidal,
diurnal variation in foF2 is clear. In addition, foF2 undergoes a sharp fall at zero epoch (convection
onset) and slowly recovers to its preevent level over the next 4 days.
frequencies of the F2 and E layer (foF2/foE). However,
Ulich [2000] found equation (56) of Dudeney [1974] to work
most reliably. Hence, in all analyses below, hmF2(1) refers
to the height of the F2 peak calculated from equation (2)
and hmF2(2) refers to the height of the F2 peak calculated
from equation 56 of Dudeney [1974].
[18] To concentrate on the actual changes associated
with the stream interface and the subsequent period
during the high-speed stream, Figure 4 shows averaged
foF2 values and also the derived values of F2 peak density
(NmF2) and height (hmF2). For clarity, the plots show the
mean of each parameter (thick black line), median (thin
black line), upper (red) and lower (blue) quartiles in a
similar manner to Figure 2. The region within one standard deviation of the mean is indicated in gray. The most
striking feature in the plot is again the diurnal variation
caused by high values in these parameters from a number
of the events which dominate the averages. However,
several other distinct features are readily discernable.
The day prior to zero epoch (prior to convection onset),
the extremely low values of convection during the ‘‘calm’’
result in a gradual decline in average values of hmF2.
Subsequently, following the onset of convection at zero
epoch, a sudden decrease occurs in foF2 and results in the
decrease of the calculated values of NmF2 and the
increase in the calculated values of hmF2. Although a
precise estimate of when all three parameters return to

‘‘preevent’’ values is difficult to ascertain, it is clear that
the effects of the high-speed stream in the ionosphere
persist for at least four days on average.
[ 19 ] To reveal the differences between the daytime
response and nighttime response to HSS arrival at the
Earth’s magnetosphere, Figures 5 and 6 contain plots of
equivalent analyses to those shown in Figure 4, but split
between daytime (1100 -- 0300 LT) and nighttime (2300 -0300 LT), respectively. A similar analysis technique was
used by Denton et al. [1999] to assess differences in daytime
and nighttime topside ionosphere temperatures. In the
current study, these local time ranges are chosen to ensure
that the data in each plot are from periods when the
ionosphere is largely in sunlight or darkness. Because of
the large spread of data in these plots, only the mean
(solid black line) and standard deviations (gray) are shown
for clarity. Analysis indicates that the increase/decrease in
foF2, NmF2, and hmF2, during both sunlight and darkness, is of a similar magnitude. The only noticeable difference between the two is that around the time of zero
epoch, the onset of changes to the aforementioned parameters occur over a shorter timescale during the daytime
than during the night (the changes in foF2, NmF2, and
hmF2 are sharper during the daytime than during the
night). This is likely due to the ‘‘reservoir’’ of plasma
produced during the daytime, which then descends along
flux tubes and undergoes recombination in the nighttime.
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Figure 4. Superposed epoch plots of foF2, NmF2, and hmF2 (calculated via methods 1 and 2) for
124 HSSs between 1993 and 2006 for 4 days prior to zero epoch to 8 days after zero epoch. A step
change is clear in all parameters at zero epoch (convection onset). Averaged values of foF2 and
NmF2 fall while hmF2 increases. The thick black line is the mean, the thin black line is the median,
and the red and blue lines are the upper and lower quartiles of the data, respectively. The gray
bars indicate the region within one standard deviation of the mean.
Hence, during the nighttime this reservoir of plasma
suppresses the sharp changes evident at convection onset
seen in the daytime.

3. Discussion
[20] The broad dynamics of the midlatitude F region are
largely controlled by production (e.g., solar EUV flux),
transport (e.g., thermospheric winds), and loss (e.g.,
recombination) processes [e.g., Oliver et al., 2008]. The
F region is known to vary substantially between solar
maximum and solar minimum and this variation may be
detected in the ionosphere itself [e.g., Richards, 2001], in
the topside and plasmasphere regions [e.g., Denton et al.,
1999] or in other regions of the magnetosphere such as the
plasma sheet where ionospheric material is only a minor
constituent of the overall population [e.g., Thomsen et al.,
2007; Chen and Moore, 2008]. Theoretical models help to

determine the principal parameters affecting the density,
temperature and composition in the ionosphere and plasmasphere as a function of solar cycle [e.g., Bailey et al.,
2000], season [e.g., Richards, 2001], or storm driver [e.g.,
Denton et al., 2002]. HSSs are typically solar minimum/
declining phase phenomena, and the density, height, and
peak frequency in the F2 layer respond primarily to the
ionising EUV and X-ray fluxes, the ionising particle flux,
and the behavior of thermospheric neutral winds. The
expected behavior of the density at the F2 peak during an
‘‘F region ionospheric storm’’ mirrors that of the Dst index
during a traditional magnetospheric storm [e.g., Hargreaves,
1992; Buonsanto, 1999]. The average NmF2 initially falls
during such a storm and the entire F region broadens
during the ‘‘main phase’’ and then enters a ‘‘recovery
period’’ over a period of one to several days.
[21] The most reasonable explanation for the results
shown in Figures 3 -- 6 is the onset of ionospheric F region
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Figure 5. Superposed epoch plots of the daytime (1100 -- 1500 LT) foF2, NmF2, and hmF2
(calculated via methods 1 and 2) for 124 HSSs between 1993 and 2006 for 4 days prior to zero epoch
to 8 days after zero epoch.
storms during HSSs (for a review of F region storms see
Buonsanto [1999]). Such storms produce an increase in
heating of the ionosphere at convection onset, caused by
enhanced particle precipitation rates. Precipitation is
known to be significantly enhanced during CME events
and for a longer duration during HSS events [Longden et
al., 2008]. Changes in EUV flux can be ruled out as the
cause of the change in F region parameters during HSSs
because of the flat profile of the F10.7 index (see Figure 2).
Hence, it seems likely that the increase in particle precipitation at high latitude during HSSs leads to an increase
in ionospheric temperature which in turn increases the
recombination rate; the overall result is a decrease in the
density at the F2 peak [e.g., Hargreaves, 1992]. Also, this
increase in precipitation occurs in combination with
changes in thermospheric neutral wind circulation known
to occur during enhanced convection and which are
predicted to elevate the ionosphere [e.g., Roble, 1977;
Buonsanto, 1999]. However, as noted by Hargreaves [1992],
several explanations have been proposed for explaining
the F region storm, and a comprehensive discussion of

these is beyond the scope of the current paper. Still, it
should be noted that the F region does not respond to
HSSs in isolation. Because of the coupled nature of the
thermosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere system, phenomena such as drainage plume dynamics [e.g., Borovsky
and Denton, 2006b, 2009a, 2009b], refilling of the depleted
outer plasmasphere [e.g., Sandel and Denton, 2007], the
effectiveness of coupling between the solar wind and the
magnetosphere [e.g., Russell and McPherron, 1973], and
numerous other processes are all likely to play a part in
production/loss, heating/cooling, and transport processes
within the F region ionosphere.
[22] From the point of view of predicting the behavior of
the ionosphere, the results presented above demonstrate
the response of the ionosphere is repeatable and should
be, to some degree, predictable during HSSs. The values
of foF2, NmF2 and hmF2 all vary within narrow bands
which have been well characterized in a statistical manner.
Since the characteristics of HSSs in the solar wind are
readily apparent, then predicting the real-time ionospheric response following a particular high-speed stream
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Figure 6. Superposed epoch plots of the nighttime (2300 -- 0300 LT) foF2, NmF2, and hmF2
(calculated via methods 1 and 2) for 124 HSSs between 1993 and 2006 for 4 days prior to zero epoch
to 8 days after zero epoch.
would rely on accurate identification of HSS signatures at
some point upstream of the Earth (e.g., by a solar wind
monitor such as ACE). This would lead directly to a
predictive capability for ionospheric parameters which
would be of use in a number of space-weather-type
applications (e.g., predicting the characteristic frequencies
for radio propagation). One could foresee that predictions
of the ionospheric conditions for radio propagation would
then be directly linked to detection of HSSs at the L1 point,
upstream of the Earth.

[25] 2. On average, HSSs cause an increase of 20 km in
the peak height of the midlatitude F2 layer following
convection onset.
[26] 3. On average, excursions in foF2, NmF2 and hmF2
values within the midlatitude ionosphere last for at least
4 days, gradually returning to preevent levels following
event onset.
[27] It is planned to extend the work carried out in this
study to include ionosonde data from other stations and
thus test whether the above conclusions hold true for the
ionosphere at varying latitude and longitude.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
[23] In conclusion, we note the following salient points
regarding the implications for the midlatitude ionosphere
of high-speed solar wind streams incident on the Earth’s
magnetosphere:
[24] 1. On average, HSSs cause a sharp decrease in foF2
and NmF2 which begins at the onset of magnetospheric
convection. These decreases are consistent with onset of
an F region ionospheric storm.
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